
0:01  
[Music]  
0:10  
so [Music]  
0:16  
speaking of end times how many ready for part two of end of the age we're gonna do it  
0:22  
[Applause] i am um i am thrilled to bring you this message like david said there's a couple  
0:28  
parts in here that just kind of excited me of learning really diving deep into  
0:35  
prophecy and to symbolism how many have watched truth or tradition out there probably  
0:41  
every hand in the audience should be up most popular dvd hands down that we have  
0:46  
and uh goes into over 300 different pictures of the the just the detailed  
0:52  
history of of uh from babylon to the catholic church to protestantism today  
0:58  
to mainstream christianity well today you're going to see some of those same symbolisms 
because the symbols that are  
1:04  
found uh in ancient babylon find their way all the way through bible prophecy  
1:09  
into what we're going to be discovering here today and so part two of end of the age i entitled 
islam the antichrist and  
1:16  
the beast of revelation and so it sounds like an exciting topic i know i can't wait to get into it and 
so today  
1:23  
if it's okay with you we're going to do a little bit of teaching i'm going to stay away from the 
preaching a little  
1:28  
bit uh which is like you know if you believe that we have some oceanfront  
1:33  
property in arizona for you uh but um according to prophecy experts that might be possible 
someday but in any case i'm  
1:41  
going to dig into the into the learning or the academic part of prophecy and hopefully set you up 
for um a greater  
1:49  
understanding of prophecy period so let me just back up real quick and say why do we study  
1:54  
prophecy why are we going through this series why is yahweh put this on my heart is because i 
truly believe that we  
2:01  



are living in the last generation i really truly believe that and i know that every generation before 
us has said  
2:07  
that but based on the information that we have we are we have prophecy is not  
2:13  
something that you look for in the future to happen prophecy 99 of time you  
2:20  
study prophecy so that when it happens you know where you're at on the timeline the mistakes 
that most ministries make  
2:27  
that are into prophecy is are into uh to setting dates and putting timelines out  
2:33  
there for the future well unbelievably every single prophetic timeline has been wrong  
2:41  
because prophecy is not designed so you can know the future here's why if god created prophecy 
so  
2:48  
that you could know the future he would have just put a printed timeline in the bible  
2:55  
there would be no reason to make it mystical why call it seven heads and ten horns why not just 
tell us the nations  
3:02  
and the names of the kings you see what i'm saying there is a reason why it's mystical why it's a 
little bit hidden  
3:08  
it's the reality is because for the person that studies prophecy you will know the signs the the 
times and the  
3:15  
seasons so that when those things happen it's retroactive you'll go oh that's  
3:21  
what it was talking about i know where we're at on the timeline it's the timeline that yahweh is  
3:27  
concerned about that you know where you're at on not that you know the future  
3:33  
okay it's more important for him that you know that you're what what's gonna  
3:38  
happen with your future than to know the future it's important that your character and  
3:43  
as the bride you are ready for that timeline moment then for you to know the timeline and get 
there and be judged in  
3:51  
a way that that you don't want to be judged so what good is it be what good is it to  
3:56  
know the timeline and be the only one to get it right because google's going to be down at that 
moment there'll be no way for you to brag about it on facebook  
4:06  



no one's going to care so the only way that we can truly or the  
4:12  
reason why we can we we truly want to study prophecy is so that our character uh we can build 
uh in yeshua messiah and  
4:19  
also so that when these things begin to unfold in the the coming generation we will be  
4:26  
able to know what to look for okay if we're looking in prophecy for the wrong  
4:31  
antichrist or the wrong beast and your eyes are in this direction  
4:36  
the beast will be on your right hand side or your left hand side you'll miss them so it is critical 
that we properly  
4:42  
interpret these scriptures and that's what we're going to do today okay let's begin first of all last 
time we we started or  
4:49  
we ended with the two natures that are found in man you have the spirit and you  
4:54  
have the flesh matthew 26 41 says this watch and pray that you enter not into  
5:00  
the temptations the spirit indeed is willing but the flesh is weak and we discussed all about how 
the war in the  
5:06  
middle east that is here today has always been there since jerusalem became the capital in 1967 
all the way  
5:13  
back to 48 when israel became a nation in one day just like the scriptures prophesied  
5:19  
which by the way tells us that we entered into the very last time last part of the prophecies 
because  
5:25  
daniel unsealed begins with nation of israel becoming a nation in  
5:31  
one day which happened in 1948 and so the whole  
5:36  
game or the whole fight is not between the palestinians and israel or hamas and  
5:42  
israel idf fighters the whole game is bec is between jacob and esau  
5:48  
that's what this is all about this is an ancient battle between two brothers  
5:53  
that's what this is about and so if we keep that in mind which is why i spent an entire hour uh in 
part one going  
6:00  



through that because you cannot understand the beast of revelation you cannot understand the of 
babylon  
6:06  
you can't understand the ten horns uh the the seven heads in revelation and all the crazy stuff 
unless you  
6:12  
understand this is not about the west  
6:17  
when they were talking about the world in bible times the world existed around  
6:23  
the mediterranean sea when rome conquered the world i can assure you he wasn't talking about 
chile  
6:31  
okay wasn't talking about montana when rome conquered the world it was the then known 
political geographical worlds that  
6:38  
make sense so it should make sense that in prophecy they're probably you're  
6:43  
going to have a very high chance that all of the world's events all of the end  
6:48  
time players on the chessboard are going to be found in the same  
6:54  
geopolitical area as all of the rest of the prophecies okay and so one of the main mistakes  
7:00  
that many prophecy folks have made is injecting our greco-roman 21st century  
7:07  
western it's all about us into the scriptures okay i can assure you it's not about us  
7:16  
it's about over on the other side of the pond now it doesn't mean that america doesn't have a part 
to play it doesn't  
7:22  
mean that we aren't a significant uh contributor to uh what's going to happen  
7:27  
in prophecy there's no doubt about it but as we're going to see this is not about anything but jacob 
and esau we  
7:34  
discovered esau was the we discovered arab was ishmael and  
7:40  
they're all intermingled and we're going to find out where they're at today in prophecy but the 
most important thing is  
7:47  
this it's not necessarily about the bloodline at all it's about the nature of esau  
7:54  
which is connected to the flesh and the nature of messiah which is connected to the spirit  
8:00  
you can absolutely be an american have absolutely no bloodline into an edomite  



8:06  
whatsoever and 100 percent your nature is an edomite  
8:14  
you don't have to have a bloodline of any esau to exhibit the nature of esau the  
8:20  
whole knowledge tree of knowledge and good and evil is jacob twisted with esau  
8:26  
and so as yahweh begins to call out to the lost sheep of the house of israel and begin to call his 
people back home  
8:32  
and do bible things in bible ways what he's trying to do when he removes egypt out of us is he's 
removing esau out of  
8:40  
us he's removing the flesh out of us he's removing the the idea that we have  
8:45  
we have sold our birthright it's us that has sold our birthright  
8:52  
and i don't have time to go into that but the reality is the inheritance only goes to the firstborn  
8:58  
not to the one that says i believe in jesus it's the one who walks with jesus  
9:04  
it's the one who follows yeshua the rabbi not jesus the greek philosopher  
9:10  
okay the bride is not found or the one who has the garland on his head the bride is found with the 
one who has the  
9:16  
blood on his hearts on his heart and the commandments found in his feet in his hands okay all 
right so let's let's continue  
9:23  
let's begin we're going to talk about isis for a moment isis is a political terrorist  
9:29  
organization that is found in the middle east it's islamic state in iraq and syria  
9:36  
is what it stands for originally levant and today it's been shortened to ice or isla just islamic state 
they're a  
9:43  
terrorist organization that is taking over southern uh syria and coming into iraq and they are a 
significant player  
9:51  
funded seriously and heavily no one wants to say  
9:56  
any of that but the truth is is that they are not being funded on their own  
10:02  
they are sweeping through country through cities left and right and beheading and killing 
christians left  
10:08  



and right because they are heavily funded by someone okay and so in the politics of  
10:16  
of of isis and the politics of end times you have major countries that don't want  
10:22  
to get their hands dirty but they'll fund it does that make sense so you have russia you have iran 
and you have  
10:29  
different countries around the middle east that are funding these terror organizations to do their 
dirty work  
10:37  
their goal is to create a total islamic state controlling muslims all over the  
10:42  
world and setting up what's called a caliphate which if i get time i will go into that later as the 
seat of that  
10:49  
control a caliphate basically uh in a nutshell in islam they believe that the  
10:55  
political president if you will and the religious president  
11:00  
in islam become the same person there's no such thing as a separation of church and state it is a 
theocratic government  
11:08  
where their caliphate or their religious political person is in control of both  
11:14  
the state and the religion so they get combined where that becomes scary is the  
11:20  
definitions of or some of the the uh theology of radical islam is to kill  
11:27  
off the infidel of which we are part of so if islam as a religious organization  
11:34  
ever truly develops a inter-continental uh denia and not denomination but  
11:42  
political scene with the religious uh tenets that are part of that heart  
11:48  
that's a big problem because now they'll have entire military organization and political 
organization behind the  
11:54  
radical ideology of islam june 29th of 2014 abu barak al-baghdadi  
12:03  
was was proclaimed a caliphate now known  
12:08  
as amir al-mu'mamin khalif ibrahim was named as the caliph and the  
12:14  
group was renamed the islamic state this is absolutely significant  
12:20  
as a stepping stone i believe in biblical prophecy why  



12:26  
because of the the prophecy of ishmael and esau was going to be a great nation  
12:33  
right now they're not they're multiple nations but if the caliphate has its way  
12:40  
then the islamic states will become one islamic state they'll be  
12:46  
all under the banner of one islamic caliphate that will rule  
12:51  
so this is the very beginning of that process as time goes on we'll see uh how  
12:58  
it spreads or i should say when it will spread because it will happen where a  
13:03  
caliphate and they unite but they'll be divided as we're going to find out a little bit later that even 
though the  
13:09  
caliphate might spread and its authority might even grow there is a significant  
13:15  
uh level of prophecy that you need to know in order to understand revelation daniel isaiah 
ezekiel is that this whole thing  
13:22  
of saudi arabia they have 20 percent of the world's oil reserves they have the larger  
13:28  
sitting on the the largest oil reserves in the world and  
13:34  
they sell it to us and in islam that's not a good thing  
13:40  
they do not like the fact that saudi arabia is supplying the entire western world or the infidels  
13:48  
with the riches of the world you follow me and so that's a big big big  
13:54  
contention of what i'm going to be talking about a little bit later is that islam as a whole does not 
like the fact  
14:01  
that saudi arabia is quote whoring with the nations do you find that interesting god uses the exact 
same terminology for  
14:08  
israel that he's that she's whoring with the nations but they actually say that saudi arabia  
14:14  
is whoring with the nation so i find that extremely interesting because those two correlate which 
tells us in a way  
14:22  
what israel or what god's people or the rest of the world is doing we are whoring with saudi 
arabia's oil and  
14:29  



we're drinking of that wine we'll talk about that a little bit later let's keep going all of this comes 
down to genesis  
14:35  
chapter 1 verse 14 believe it or not is what will be one of the significant verses you may not think 
that this is a  
14:42  
prophetic verse you probably have never seen this verse in prophecy ever before  
14:47  
i'm here to tell you that all of the end time prophecy revolves around genesis chapter 1 verse 14. 
then god said let  
14:53  
their lights be in the expanse of the heavens to separate the day from the night and let them be for 
signs and for  
14:59  
seasons and for days and for years and for those of you that have heard this before it'll be old hat 
for those of you  
15:04  
that are brand new this was going to be a significant scripture for you because the word seasons 
there in the english is  
15:10  
not the word seasons in hebrew at all the word seasons there is moed  
15:15  
or in in the plural is moadim strong's number 4250 and it simply means the  
15:20  
appointed time or place a fixed festival or meeting place  
15:26  
now i'm going to ask a question for all those you that are new to this does any part of that 
definition of  
15:33  
moadim seem to indicate spring summer winter or fall  
15:40  
not at all so why did the translators put seasons there  
15:45  
it is because of a lack of understanding of the christian roots of their faith of the hebraic roots of 
their faith they  
15:51  
have no idea that the word moadim is talking about the festivals it's the  
15:56  
appointed times for the festivals and feast days and the sabbaths of god  
16:03  
that's why the sun moon and stars are put there now why is that so significant because when you 
go throughout history  
16:09  
what you discover is you see the sun and the moon and the stars being worshipped  
16:15  
and being symbolized in all of hassetan's army the entire army of the enemy is  



16:23  
built around this symbol right here the crescent moon  
16:30  
which is the the sig signature or sign of a new month  
16:35  
according to the bible rosh kadesh the new moon so the crescent moon and the  
16:41  
star or the sun and so you see the very thing in genesis chapter 1 verse 14 of  
16:46  
the sun moon and stars god put it there for his appointments  
16:52  
what do you think the enemy is going to do he doesn't invent anything he simply is going to 
hijack what god gives god's  
16:58  
people if he can remove what yahweh has given his people for those appointments we  
17:04  
miss our appointments  
17:09  
it's no different when i come back from the dentist they they give you these uh you know or the 
doctor they give these  
17:14  
little cars appointment cards right all right those appointment cards are designed to remind you 
of when your  
17:19  
appointment is if you remove or lose that appointment card there's a high percentage chance 
you're going to miss  
17:25  
that appointment if you miss that appointment you have to reset another appointment and i'm 
going to suggest you that god's  
17:31  
people over the past 2 000 years have been missing our appointments so we keep going around 
the proverbial  
17:38  
mountain looking for yahweh and we stumble into yeshua and his blood which keeps us on the 
mountain otherwise god  
17:44  
would have booted us off a long time ago we're missing the significance of appointments here's 
another uh ancient  
17:52  
paleograph of the of the crescent moon right there in babylonia  
17:58  
there it is again a close-up on a babylonian stone 4 000 years ago you have the crescent moon 
and the sun built  
18:06  
right into it again crescent moon and the star  
18:12  



why am i showing you this because this is going to show up all throughout history and it's going 
to find its way  
18:18  
into the most significant part of prophecy that uh has really yet to be unfolded in  
18:24  
christianity and mainstream but what i want to go over all this for is to show you that from the 
very beginning of time  
18:31  
god says the sun and moon and stars are important to him for appointments for his people and 
what you're going to see  
18:36  
is the enemy has hijacked those and has created an antithesis of that albeit an  
18:42  
anti-christ an anti-system and so we if we are smart  
18:49  
bible students we will look for the anti of god's system and that system is what  
18:55  
we got to keep an eye on okay let's continue look at this this  
19:01  
is inside a roman catholic church ladies and gentlemen you have the crescent moon  
19:07  
and the sun exact same symbol of ancient babylon the very symbol although goes all the way  
19:13  
back to the great grandson of noah nimrod who was a great hunter on the earth and when he died 
he was deified  
19:21  
and he became the sun god he was the very first sun god his name was called baal  
19:27  
his wife summer amos also died and she was  
19:33  
sent she went to heaven and but baal wasn't ready for her so they sent her back down in a giant 
egg because  
19:40  
ancients believed that eggs were a fertility and the whole earth was actually born out of an egg 
and the egg  
19:46  
hit the euphrates river broke open and the very first thing that she did was she turned a bird into 
an egg-laying  
19:53  
rabbit and there's where you get the rabbit and the and the eggs and uh and  
19:59  
they every year on the first uh sunday after the the spring equinox on a  
20:06  
sunrise service at dawn the priest of ishtar would impregnate virgins on the  
20:12  



altar at the same time slaughtering and sacrificing the three-month-old babies from a year before 
and dipping the eggs  
20:20  
of easter in the blood of those newborn infants i know that is disgusting but it's important for you 
to know  
20:26  
how and why god hates the gods of baal worship  
20:33  
is because it is the antithesis of the love that he has when yeshua said let  
20:38  
the little children come to me you have baal the sun god and you have  
20:44  
his wife ishtar in in english the anglicization of estar or astate  
20:50  
or asteroth as you see in the bible is easter we have a whole teaching on that called truth or 
tradition if you haven't  
20:55  
seen it i encourage you to take a look at it but that goes into an hour and fifty  
21:00  
minutes detail on that subject but to stick with this the reason why i go through that story real 
quick is so that you understand there is a battle in the  
21:08  
heavenly realms how many know the scriptures are true when it says that we do not fight against 
flesh and blood we  
21:14  
fight against principalities and powers of this present darkness so you've got to follow the 
breadcrumbs of the enemy  
21:20  
and that's going to tell you how he's going to show up at the end of time didn't he always say just 
like it was in  
21:25  
the days of noah so we better go back and find out what it was in the days of noah because back 
in the days of noah this is  
21:33  
what we find we find the this crescent moon and we find the sun  
21:39  
last but not least not to completely shock your system for those of you that have a catholic 
background like myself  
21:45  
but this is a catholic monstrance monstrance here where you see the crescent moon and they 
would put the  
21:51  
catholic bread wafer inside of that surrounded by the rays of the sun  
21:58  
ladies and gentlemen this is none other than an image straight from the pit of  
22:04  



hell this is straight from sun god worship of the ancient romans that goes back all  
22:10  
the way into ancient babylon and that religious system crept its way into  
22:15  
roman catholicism still is there today and and parts of that slid right into  
22:22  
protestantism of which we come from okay and so these symbols are important  
22:29  
because uh the the breadcrumbs if you will or the history of where they come from go all the 
way back to the enemy's  
22:35  
plan of the anti and that's what we're going to talk about  
22:41  
i put this on here i could have went through many many more this shocked me to learn of all the 
flags in the world  
22:48  
that have the crescent moon and the star from britain to scotland you cannot  
22:53  
imagine it's unbelievable how many countries look at that just let that soak in for a minute  
23:00  
the stamp the ideology and the dna  
23:05  
of the enemy is virtually on every country out there  
23:11  
somewhere to be found this is the flag of islam this shows you that the crescent moon  
23:18  
and the star is embedded into the dna if you will the spiritual theology of  
23:26  
those that follow islam going all the way back to baal  
23:31  
and his wife just to go through a few of these to show you that it's in everything the  
23:37  
coat this is a coat flag from uh i don't know how to sp to say say that is a kind romania  
23:45  
a coat of arms from ukraine coat of arms from germany from ireland  
23:50  
poland look at this from portugal you can see  
23:56  
the crescent moon and the star on both sides of the castle showing that this is the authority of the 
king is coming from  
24:04  
this spiritual dna the religion has crept into politics all  
24:10  
the way down the road the coat of arms from sweden the coat of arms from england right  
24:16  
there on the main shield coat of arms from scotland the enemy ladies and gentlemen has  



24:23  
hijacked the sun the moon and the stars and has hidden god's calendar from his  
24:28  
people it's embedded inside of us  
24:34  
the moon and the stars in the sun it's embedded inside of us to look up  
24:40  
and it's for a reason we look up the bible says when you look up your redemption is near  
24:47  
how does your redemption is near when you don't miss your appointments and praise the lord 
they're not annual  
24:53  
appointments they're weekly appointments every seven days god give us god gave us  
24:59  
what he calls the sabbath happens to be top ten commandment happen be a top five  
25:04  
happens to be number four i happen to believe that he meant what he said  
25:10  
i happen to believe him at his word i'd rather stand before my king on judgment day and him say 
you know what  
25:17  
you could have celebrated shabbat on any day that you want i still win  
25:22  
but if i celebrate the shabbat on whatever day i want and i stand before him and he said jim i hate 
to tell you  
25:28  
this but i meant what i said which is why both the northern and the southern kingdom were taken 
away in assyria and  
25:34  
babylon because they broke my sabbath which i told them i meant what i said  
25:40  
i don't win it's a win-win if you follow commandments of god through the spirit of yeshua amen  
25:46  
all right let's keep going purpose of the sun moon the stars as we talked about in genesis 1 14 is 
for signs and  
25:53  
for my appointed feast days and for days and for years so for those of you that  
25:58  
don't know about them quickly i'm going to go through them the spring feast days of the lord are 
passover then unleavened bread our lord  
26:06  
died on passover was put in the grave during unleavened bread where all the the jews from the 
first century getting  
26:12  
bred out of their house representing sin then he rose from the grave on first fruits right when the 
high priest is  



26:19  
bringing forth the spring barley uh sheave offering our messiah is standing  
26:24  
before god asking for a great harvest in the fall just like the high priest and then the holy spirit 
came down on what's  
26:30  
called pentecost in the greek original hebrew shavuot 1200 years to the day  
26:35  
after on mount sinai when god gave the commandments he gave the commandments and he was 
about to give the holy spirit  
26:41  
the people said nope you go up take care of us we want you to be our mediator we don't want to 
have that whole personal  
26:47  
relationship thing because if you read the text carefully they were all supposed to be priests in a 
royal nation and a holy  
26:53  
priesthood that's why he brings the priesthood back because you're supposed to be that from the 
very beginning  
26:59  
that's the spring feast days having to do all with the first coming of the messiah this the second 
coming of the messiah route revolves all around the  
27:05  
fall feast days which the first one is called the feast of trumpets or yom tehran hebrew go figure 
in the brit  
27:12  
hadashah in the new testament which says that the at the sound of the trumpets the dead in christ 
will rise first do  
27:19  
you think that was just coincidence that it's the sound of trumpets or could it be the fact that it is 
the feast of  
27:24  
trumpets and when you discover what the feast of trumpets is is when they inaugurated all the 
kings of israel was on the feast of  
27:31  
trump it wouldn't matter if they came into their kingdom in february they inaugurated them on 
the feast of  
27:37  
trumpets what an appropriate time to inaugurate the new king of israel when he comes  
27:43  
then there is the day of atonement or the day of judgment yom kippur last but not least my 
favorite holiday of the  
27:50  
year the feast of tabernacles or the feast of sukkot an eight day festival where we get out and we 
camp and party  
27:56  



and catch lots of fish and spend lots of time with one another it is the great harvest festival  
28:02  
these are the appointments that god is talking about that he wants to meet with his people where 
their lives are  
28:07  
significantly changed when the windows of heaven align with the windows of your soul  
28:13  
so let's talk about this we're going to now dive into the king of queen in heaven we're going to go 
back to this and i want to spend some time showing  
28:20  
you this the king and queen of heaven are called by many names in different places in egypt you 
may have heard of  
28:26  
osiris in isis phoenicia baal and astroth which is  
28:32  
by far the most popular throughout the scriptures in greece it was adonis and aphrodite  
28:37  
in assyria it was asher and ishtar they're known by many names in in  
28:43  
mythology but they're the same person it is baal  
28:48  
and it is astroth it was it's the queen of heaven and the king of heaven and guess what the 
catholic church calls  
28:55  
mary the queen of heaven where do you think they got that phrase  
29:01  
from we even have a statue in the vatican of mary and jesus the queen of heaven but  
29:09  
it's not mary in jesus it is none other than semaramus ishtar  
29:15  
with her son tammuz showing the trident symbol  
29:20  
which is the symbol of satan it's unbelievable let me read this for you isis was  
29:26  
venerated first in egypt the only goddess worshiped by all egyptians alike  
29:32  
and whose influence was so widespread that she had become completely syncretic with the greek 
goddess demeter after the  
29:39  
conquest of egypt by alexander the great and the hellenization of the egyptian culture infiltrated 
by ptolemy the first  
29:46  
soder isis eventually became known as the queen of heaven and so we see this evolution as  
29:52  
fascinating as i studied it in roman times she was called diana and became associated with the 
moon  



29:59  
virginity and fertility as well as animals a lot of times you see her with a deer  
30:05  
she became known as the mother of all gods the queen of heaven so what i did was i  
30:11  
followed i went all the way back to the time of babylon and then i wanted to follow how queen 
of heaven ishtar  
30:19  
where her names ended up how does it transfer through greek mythology and where does she end 
up today because the  
30:25  
enemy starts to do the shell game he starts to do the shell game so you got to follow how her 
name changed and  
30:31  
how she got absorbed in different cultures to find out where she is today does that make sense  
30:38  
all right because he's good at the shell game she was the daughter of zeus go figure  
30:43  
and her brother was apollos she also became absorbed diana absorbed  
30:52  
some call it a sybil but in greek it's pronounced cabelli or kybelli  
30:58  
is known here excuse me as shown here this is a real picture of her riding in  
31:03  
her chariot pulled by lions lions interesting the bible says that the  
31:09  
messiah is going to come from the tribe of judah the lion from the tribe of judah  
31:15  
who's going to come and the enemy is always good at hijacking what god says  
31:21  
but he's pulled by lions and represented by a crescent moon and a star which you  
31:26  
can see there which is the black meteorite that fell from heaven okay now before we go there i 
just want  
31:34  
to mention this as a total side note how many have seen those little statues of lions on the sides of 
people's houses  
31:40  
and stuff this is where it comes from this is where it comes from diana or  
31:47  
kybelly on her when she sits on her throne she had the two lions that pulled her  
31:53  
chariot sitting right beside her and we even have found in archaeology  
31:59  
these two lions and guess what comes out of their mouth water  
32:05  



anybody ever seen one of those well the water comes out of the lion's mouth as a fountain where 
do you think they got  
32:11  
that idea from it is literally from the sun god's wife this is  
32:16  
going all the way back into paganism so as i was looking at this i noticed  
32:21  
something in the sky that alarmed me significantly that sent  
32:26  
me on a little rabbi trail okay and this rabbi trail took me to a place that i  
32:32  
really didn't want to go so i'm going to give you a close-up of this picture here  
32:38  
this is the the moon and the star as you can see here okay that i'm talking about that shows  
32:43  
up again on estar's chariot but what i want to focus on  
32:48  
is this here's a close-up ladies and gentlemen  
32:56  
and what does that look like the statue of liberty  
33:01  
so i'm going to take a little bit of a rabbit trail for a second and get uncomfortable  
33:08  
and we're going to find out who lady liberty really is  
33:14  
so we're going to go back to the french sculptor frederick augustus bartholdi in 1834 to 1904 
went  
33:21  
to egypt in 1868 for inspiration the construction of the statue of  
33:27  
liberty began in 1878 so let me talk about this for just a second how many of you  
33:33  
were told in school that the french donated the statue of liberty to the united states of america  
33:38  
okay how many know that is absolutely not the truth whatsoever okay whatever they tell  
33:44  
you just forget about it right it just totally backs what you were thinking in high school which is 
why am i here  
33:49  
anyway right you find out years later  
33:55  
you were right  
34:00  
but what i would talk about here is this the statue of liberty when bartholdi was pitching this he 
was a  
34:08  



sculptor okay and as a sculptor he was trying to build something great that had  
34:14  
never been done before and so he went to egypt to be inspired because he knew that in egypt 
everything was huge okay  
34:22  
everything was big from the pyramids uh to all the different statues everything  
34:27  
was super life-size and he wanted to get that inspiration keep that in mind then what he did was 
he went around the  
34:33  
world pitching the statue of liberty we were not the first place that he went  
34:38  
to he was a salesman and a sculptor at the same time  
34:43  
and what happened was is they went to america america liked the idea  
34:49  
and tried to raise funds for the statue of liberty but they couldn't they were having a very difficult 
time raising the  
34:55  
funds for the statue of liberty until one gentleman in a local paper  
35:01  
excuse me decided to write a a blog what we would call a blog today or a newspaper article  
35:07  
basically ripping on the middle class saying hey the rich cannot be the only ones that represent 
america we need to  
35:14  
give to this cause because we need a representation of freedom and wouldn't you believe it lo and  
35:20  
behold they raised the funds and they began the process of bringing the statue of liberty over to 
america and  
35:27  
assembling it on american soil now what's fascinating is if you look at the picture that's on your 
screen right now  
35:34  
just i'm sure it's total coincidence ladies and gentlemen that the statue on the left  
35:41  
not only looks identical to the statue of liberty but has the exact same raise  
35:48  
coming off what is arraigned her head as the sun rays representing the seven  
35:55  
continents of the world it is the sun god  
36:01  
that presides over the world  
36:07  
oh i'm not done yet  
36:13  



this is addis now addis is somebody you need to understand who he is because addis was  
36:20  
the priest or the main servant of kybelli or ishtar or the wife of baal  
36:26  
the sun god and he in their craziness let's just leave it that wink wink of  
36:32  
what when happened in those times is he castrated himself then would dress  
36:38  
up cross dress as a woman and wear this hat  
36:45  
this is a close-up of the castrated addis on the left and lady liberty on  
36:51  
the right what i want to suggest to you when i got to this part is i thought to myself oh my 
goodness is lady liberty  
36:59  
really a lady or is it larry liberty  
37:06  
i don't know  
37:12  
but i'm going to let you decide as we do a little bit close up here and you tell me if that looks like 
a  
37:17  
feminine face ignore the long hair remember the priest  
37:22  
of each star wore long hair they castrated themselves wore robes like  
37:27  
women and wore these headdresses  
37:33  
now one more better for you here is her face before it is assembled and before you  
37:39  
have the ability to look at the hair and be influenced that's under construction  
37:49  
if i'd know any better i would think it was superman  
37:55  
so you can be the judge ladies and gentlemen but this little rabbit trail here i believe shows us 
that not only  
38:03  
has addis or the priest of estar and sun god worship showing up all over  
38:11  
egypt all over rome all over greece and everywhere else in the in the eastern mediterranean but is 
on our soils and  
38:18  
has infiltrated america today and has literally become the epitome and the  
38:24  
torch of freedom it's bondage  
38:30  



let's go one further the seven rays of the sun notice the nimbus the halo of rays of  
38:36  
the sun this is an ancient pagan sun god it's everywhere this is not something they just made up  
38:44  
helios look at this holding a torch  
38:49  
he's the colossus of rhodes one of the seven wonders of the ancient world  
38:55  
where did he get the idea of the torch ladies and gentlemen he took a trip here he took a trip to 
egypt he studied these  
39:02  
things this is what he saw an over a hundred foot colossus of  
39:08  
helios with this headpiece on of the seven rays of the sun don't tell me that that  
39:14  
didn't influence him the exact attributes of helios or the  
39:20  
colossus and the sun god and all of those things show up in the statue of  
39:25  
liberty go back to diana  
39:30  
in kybelli acts chapter 19 let's bring some scriptures in here it's going to get really interesting  
39:36  
so so not only is this trade of ours in danger of falling into death repute but also the temple of the  
39:43  
great goddess diana may be despised and her magnificence destroyed whom all asia  
39:48  
and the world worship and so i want to stop here for just a second to give you a little background 
paul  
39:54  
walks into this area and he says and he starts going against diana  
40:01  
this is a big problem because there are tradesmen that are making idols out of silver gold and 
wood of diana  
40:08  
they're it's a extremely lucrative uh merchant trade  
40:14  
and so he's killing their trade so he's messing with the stock market is what's going on  
40:19  
paul is messing and his cronies are messing with the stock market and so they get upset here in 
the book of acts  
40:26  
so what happens first of all i want you to notice that he said it says here that she first of  
40:32  
all she's the main mother god and the whole all of asia and the entire  
40:38  



world worship her so this is not just a local god that paul is messing with he is trying to pull the 
carpet out from  
40:45  
the entire system so here's the goddess diana  
40:52  
acts 19 35 and when the city clerk had a quieted the crowd he said men of ephesus  
40:58  
because this is they're freaking out i mean they're about to kill paul what man is there who does 
not know that  
41:03  
the city of ephesians is temple guardian of the great goddess diana okay or artemis  
41:09  
says in the nasb they're the same god and of the image which fell from zeus  
41:16  
bingo now we've got a description here of something that we find in extra biblical archaeology 
and books that there was a  
41:23  
there was a meteorite or an image that fell from heaven and this image became  
41:30  
the stone that was worshipped inside the temple of artemis or diana  
41:37  
now you may not find that very significant but what i want to ask is what actually  
41:42  
did fall from heaven it's this it's a black stone  
41:48  
aphrodite at paphos kybelli at pessinus and later  
41:54  
rome astarte at biblus and the famous artemis or diana of ephesus all were  
41:59  
known for a black stone being associated with their worship so there is a black stone that fell 
from  
42:07  
heaven that becomes the symbol or the seat if you will  
42:13  
of ishtar symbol of estar is this black stone  
42:20  
in 204 a.d the black stone was moved to rome where it stayed until rome was conquered  
42:27  
and then it was completely lost in the 5th century guess where it ends up  
42:37  
muhammad took mecca in 632 a.d this is so fascinating are you ready for this so  
42:44  
this is mecca in 632 a.d a rendition of it today  
42:49  
this is mecca this is called the kaaba stone and they travel around this stone seven  
42:56  



times let's get a little history here nebuchadnezzar remember this  
43:03  
daniel 3 1 king nebuchadnezzar made an image of gold that when you hear the sound of the horn 
the pipe the liar the  
43:10  
trigon the harp the bagpipe and every kind of music you were to fall down and worship the 
golden image that king nebuchadnezzar has set up praise god  
43:18  
that daniel and his two friends did not do that what happened to them they got thrown into the 
fiery furnace  
43:25  
this exact same idol worship happens today in islam and if you're over in the  
43:30  
middle east you will hear what you will immediately hear a horn and then everyone bows 
towards this  
43:38  
stone if you are a muslim and we have a picture  
43:44  
of it we go back here this is what it looks like everyone is bowing down the same thing except 
this is a cube and  
43:52  
it's not a statue the kaaba was dedicated to listen to  
43:58  
this this is incredible just so you know that the kaaba stone or this black meteorite that is found 
in islam right  
44:06  
there in mecca didn't originate with islam whatsoever this is most likely by  
44:14  
most scholars the same exact black meteorite that was worshiped in ephesus in our bible  
44:21  
how do we know that history is going to prove it right here the kaaba was dedicated to hubal  
44:27  
uh a nebatean deity and contained 360 idols this black box  
44:34  
or cube this kabus stone was already there had 360 idols in it which either  
44:41  
represented the days of the year or were effigies of the arabian pantheon  
44:47  
according to ibn ishaq an early biographer of muhammad the kaaba was  
44:53  
itself addressed as a female deity three generations before the advent of  
45:00  
islam so this black stone the kaaba stone was  
45:05  
worshiped and called a female deity have i not just set up for you what that  
45:11  



female deity is as we get going if we get time i'm going to show you how this is all connected to  
45:17  
the book of revelation the word mecca itself lays in jail means  
45:23  
mother the mother  
45:29  
the mother of all harlots  
45:35  
mecca was already a pilgrimage shrine filled with 360 idols and a black stone  
45:40  
long before muhammad showed up that is according to encyclopedia britannica  
45:47  
this is a close-up of the kaaba stone the silver is what they built around it  
45:53  
and the meteorite is on the inside the main symbol of baal  
45:59  
her husband is the is the phallic symbol of the obelisk  
46:05  
that we see at the washington monument and we see all over the world  
46:10  
you take your guesses of what this is this is her female  
46:16  
symbol  
46:22  
this is i think king abdullah that is kissing they will caress the outside and  
46:27  
then they will uh kiss the stone and they believe that if you kiss the  
46:34  
stone that your sins are forgiven now i don't know about you but in my bible  
46:40  
my bible tells me there's only one stone worth kissing and that stone if you kiss that stone  
46:47  
it forgives your sins and that yeshua is the cornerstone that's why  
46:53  
the disciples would bow to us mary bowed at his feet kissed his feet and they yelled at her don't 
do that you  
47:00  
kiss the son of man and you live according to the scriptures that's the  
47:05  
only stone that is worth kissing as i can as i kept digging i  
47:11  
thought wait a minute if the stone itself predates islam then that means that  
47:18  
there had to be some other religion that had picked it up from the time that ephesus fail fell in the 
time that islam  
47:25  



took it over this is what i found the pedestal in both the hindu temple  
47:32  
and the kaaba if you open up the kaaba and look at it are both octagonal  
47:40  
when kissing the stone at mecca you must wear two white seamless sheets so i  
47:45  
asked myself where did that come from this is an old hindu belief that you cannot enter a temple 
unless you wear  
47:51  
white seamless sheets so the next question became well why do  
47:57  
they walk around the stone where did that come from did you know there's not a single  
48:02  
temple in the world in islam where they do this not a single one  
48:08  
this is the only place in mecca where the muslims walk around the shrine seven  
48:15  
times would it shock you to discover that in a hindu religion they walk around their  
48:22  
shrine seven times and no other muslim temple in the world does this  
48:28  
so what happened is that by the time the muhammad showed up there was already a system a  
48:35  
religious system of the hindus that were worshiping diana and the black stone  
48:41  
and he simply took it over and adopted some of those pagan techniques of worship and 
incorporated that into the  
48:48  
new budding islam let's continue the hindu king how can we  
48:54  
prove this the hindu king i know i'm not going to pronounce that right his inscription was found 
on a gold dish  
49:03  
hung inside the kaaba shrine in mecca proving beyond a doubt that the arabian  
49:09  
peninsula formed a part of his hindu indian empire  
49:14  
so there's no doubt historically that the hindu religion came all the way down to mecca and and  
49:22  
and encapsulated that entire area and then mecca once was an area of hindu  
49:28  
worship allah this is listen this just gets deeper allah itself  
49:35  
comes from a sanskrit hindu okay sanskrit is the religious language of the hindus okay  
49:43  



allah itself comes from the sanskrit hindu language it's a sacred language which means a goddess 
or a mother  
49:50  
and was one of the gods named of the 360 found inside the kaaba  
49:56  
unbelievable when i saw this that allah itself in the sanskrit language means  
50:01  
mother or goddess which goddess is that the goddess diana  
50:07  
the goddess ishtar she's finding her way she's weaving like a snake trying to be hidden  
50:17  
om is the great hindu deity  
50:22  
this is in arabic the word om can be written in multiple different ways  
50:28  
you can see the way on the right they personified it and the one on the left is the traditional  
50:35  
what i want to show you is if and just like in the semitic languages of arabic and  
50:40  
in hebrew as well that every letter represents a number and when you break down those numbers  
50:48  
these are individual letters when you break those down it's 786.  
50:55  
some of you might have thought i was going to put 666. but no the point of this is to show you  
51:02  
that this hindu's sacred number is 786. i'm going to show you where islam really  
51:08  
truly came from because in islam the sacred number to islam  
51:14  
is 786 and nobody knows why they they say that if you take the first  
51:20  
part of the sentence out of the quran and you add up all the numbers in in the arabic that it adds 
up to 786 there's  
51:28  
all kinds of even uh the imams have no idea where the 786 some of them even  
51:33  
denounce it because we can't even figure out where it came from ladies and gentlemen comes 
right out of  
51:38  
hinduism because islam was born in this area of mecca by muhammad who adopted the hindu  
51:46  
religious god or goddess in this case  
51:53  
how many have ever heard the idea that mecca is going to be destroyed now that's something that 
you probably don't hear every day and  
51:59  



it's not something that you probably want to see on the news because you might think world war 
iii would start if  
52:04  
that happened so we're going to take a few minutes we're going to dive into this this comes 
directly from  
52:11  
the prophecies in islam the true messiah who is islamic mighty  
52:16  
will defeat europe will lead this army of salutes he will preside over the world  
52:22  
from jerusalem because mecca would have been destroyed so from the prophecies in islam they 
say  
52:29  
mecca is going to be destroyed so this is really key because we can take prophecies in islam 
connected to  
52:35  
the prophecies in the torah or the prophets in the old testament and we can see correlations  
52:43  
and isaiah chapter 34 verse 6 is for the lord as a sacrifice in basra and a great  
52:48  
slaughter in the land of edom which is saudi arabia wild oxen will also fall with them and  
52:54  
young bulls with strong ones thus the land will be soaked with blood and their dust becomes 
greasy with fat for the  
53:00  
lord has a day of vengeance a year of recompense for the curse of zion its streams will be turned 
into pitch  
53:09  
and it's loose earth into brimstone and its land will become  
53:14  
burning pitch i highlighted these words because the word burning pitch there is  
53:20  
critical to understanding in modern day language what's really happening what is a byproduct of 
oil burning pitch  
53:28  
could he be talking about what's the burning streams the only thing that can burn ladies and 
gentlemen is petroleum  
53:35  
and if you dump it in streams we have pictures today of of streams that are burning and i  
53:41  
submit to you that what the prophet isaiah saw in those visions is the oil fields  
53:47  
that were on fire revelation chapter 18 verse 18 and were crying out as they saw this just talking  
53:54  
about babylon the smoke of her burning saying what city is like the great city they threw  
54:01  



dust on their heads and were crying out weeping and mourning saying whoa whoa  
54:07  
the great city in whom all had ships at sea became rich by her wealth for in one hour she was laid  
54:15  
waste now what i highlighted here is something that you may have walked right over read  
54:21  
right over is it says they threw dust on their heads now there are some prophecy experts that say 
that america is the  
54:28  
great babylon well here's a problem  
54:33  
is throwing dust on your head at western or eastern custom  
54:40  
when would you think would you think that the muslims would throw dust on  
54:46  
their heads if america started burning would they start crying and wailing absolutely not they 
would be  
54:54  
shouting the reason why the scripture in  
55:00  
revelation says they threw dust on their heads is because it's their territory it's something of 
tremendous  
55:07  
significance to them that is burning so moving forward  
55:14  
the prophet this is coming coming from islam again one of their prophecies the prophet  
55:19  
peace be upon him said the flourishing state of jerusalem will be when  
55:25  
uh yathrib which is medina is in ruins the ruined state of medina  
55:30  
will be when the great war comes and so their prophecies say that mecca and  
55:37  
medina are going to be destroyed now you connect that with revelation and  
55:42  
what it just said about the burning oil fields and you you come up with a map  
55:48  
here is mecca here is medina is it interesting they're in virtually  
55:55  
the same place both of them in saudi arabia let's go through a few more scriptures just to make 
sure that we  
56:02  
have the right place of this great last destruction of babylon  
56:08  
babylon i submit to you as an arab country hands down isaiah 13 19 says in babylon the beauty 
of kingdoms the glory  



56:15  
of the chaldeans pride will be known excuse me will be as when god overthrew sodom and 
gomorrah  
56:21  
it will never be inhabited or lived in from generation to generation nor will the arab pitch his tent 
there  
56:29  
nor will shepherds make their flocks lie down there it cannot be the united states because arabs 
are not going to  
56:35  
cry over that and this is talking about pitching the tent in arab territory  
56:42  
is it the arabian peninsula that the bible is describing is something going to be destroyed let's take 
a look at it  
56:47  
jeremiah 49 7 gives us more descriptions of this destruction concerning edom thus says the lord 
of  
56:53  
hosts is there no longer any wisdom in taman there we go has good council been lost  
57:00  
to the prudent has their wisdom decayed flee away turn back dwell in the depths o inhabitants of 
didan there's another  
57:07  
a geographical location for i will bring the disaster of esau upon him at the time i punish him  
57:14  
jeremiah 49 20 therefore hear the plan of the lord which he has planned against edom and his 
purposes which he has  
57:20  
purposed against the inhabitants of timon the earth has quaked at the noise of their downfall this 
is all talking  
57:25  
about babylon there is an outcry the noise of it has been heard at the red sea another geographical 
location marker  
57:33  
behold he will mount up and swoop like an eagle and spread out his wings against bozera  
57:40  
if we take all of those locations and we put them on a map we are right back to the exact same  
57:48  
place isaiah 21 1 the prophecy against the desert of the sea  
57:55  
then he answered and said babylon is fallen is fallen the very words that are quoted  
58:01  
in the book of revelation are giving us the exact location of babylon  
58:07  
ladies and gentlemen it is right here it is right on the desert on the sea where  
58:12  



the ships that come and take all of the world's oil  
58:18  
and feed and among the nations all the nations have with babylon we  
58:24  
have become rich the bible says on her wine and what is the wine of  
58:30  
babylon nothing other than the wine of the desert the scripture says the oil of  
58:35  
saudi arabia so when we look into mystery babylon of the bible  
58:42  
we have to ask ourselves where is the mystery babylon of the  
58:48  
bible revelation 17 3 and he carried me away in the spirit into a desert and i  
58:54  
saw a woman sitting on a scarlet beast full of blasphemous names having seven  
58:59  
heads and ten horns one of the most significant places of understanding babylon is the desert by  
59:07  
the sea when was the last time america was a desert  
59:13  
by a sea doesn't happen doesn't exist why because the america  
59:18  
of the desert is not found in the bible the desert there's no timon there's no danang there's no 
basra there's no mecca  
59:27  
these are all the places that are going to be destroyed and it lines up perfectly with the original 
babylon the  
59:33  
original babylon is is located amongst the four rivers right there above the persian gulf right  
59:39  
here this is jerusalem over here just to give you a little waypoint  
59:45  
this is babylon okay this is the original babylon but the mystery babylon is the babylon the  
59:52  
babylonian system that runs the world  
59:58  
as a former financial planner i can assure you that the entire stock market is run by oil  
1:00:05  
the whole world is run by oil it falls and it drops by by oil  
1:00:11  
the currency the global currencies they're looking at moving them by oil  
1:00:16  
backed by oil oil is what makes the world go round  
1:00:22  
and where does the main supply of the oil reserves come from saudi arabia what  
1:00:28  



is the seat of saudi arabia but mecca herself  
1:00:34  
and who sits on mecca's throne the woman  
1:00:39  
ishtar  
1:00:44  
oh boy all right uh we're going to stop there today i know there's no way to to to continue  
1:00:52  
to go through this uh there's just too much to go through we're we're out of time but i want you to 
understand is it  
1:00:58  
starting to make sense to you learning a little bit okay good  
1:01:04  
we're setting the stage for getting into the book of revelation and truly understanding  
1:01:10  
these ten horns and these seven heads and understanding the the beast  
1:01:16  
and all of these things that are coming in the scriptures i believe it's possible to understand  
1:01:22  
these things today i believe that god's given us the ability through the times and the technologies  
1:01:27  
and the shared information it says that times excuse me information is going to increase 
knowledge is going to increase  
1:01:33  
in the end days and i believe that knowledge is to prepare us to get ready to meet our king  
1:01:39  
and so while half of christianity is looking towards rome and the pope  
1:01:44  
they're going to miss who the real antichrist is and the real system and the real seat of the enemy 
it  
1:01:52  
is not the catholics that are going to be beheading christians ladies and gentlemen  
1:01:57  
it is islam unfortunately radical islam is the is the uh is the system that's found in the  
1:02:05  
scriptures and it's stamped with the very seat and the very picture of the  
1:02:11  
crescent moon and the star on their flag should have been a dead giveaway  
1:02:16  
it's the symbol of the pagan sun god and his wife would you stand with me tonight please  
1:02:24  
when we pick this subject back up it's going to get deep it's going to get  
1:02:29  
into the details and i think for all of you you know some of you are out there and prophecy is just 
like oh  
1:02:35  



my gosh it's just over my head i don't want to get into it i hope that as we finish this  
1:02:40  
uh that you will have a better understanding and you'll be able to follow along with all of this and 
it'll make a lot more sense okay and that way  
1:02:48  
when you read when you watch the news and you read the news you'll have a little bit more idea  
1:02:54  
you'll be paying attention to these stories that coming out of iraq and coming out of iran and 
we're going to talk about the nuclear holocaust and  
1:03:00  
damascus and all these things we're going to be talking even about in future part of this series of 
what happens  
1:03:07  
after death that's critical because when you get into revelation it talks about those things we 
better know what happens  
1:03:12  
after death we better know who we are made up of our soul or mind or will or emotions are we 
spirit are we soul what  
1:03:17  
are we are we what happens when we die do we go to heaven do we you know do we go play 
golf in purgatory we got to figure this out  
1:03:24  
okay so at the end of the day prophecy is  
1:03:29  
important it does make a difference because ladies and gentlemen most of the bible's all 
prophecy  
1:03:35  
so we better understand amen all right let's pray father thank you so much for how good and how 
glorious you are we  
1:03:41  
thank you god on these end days that you have been able to unwrap for us and unseal for us the 
prophecies  
1:03:48  
god that have been really mysterious since the time that they were written and when they were 
called mysterious so  
1:03:53  
father thank you for taking the mystery out of prophecy and helping us understand these things 
help us to be a  
1:03:59  
bride that is or that is uh has ornaments of truth  
1:04:06  
god i pray that you'd help us be prepared with the oil of gladness lord i pray that as you prick  
1:04:13  
the hearts of your people that lord that you would raise up this new generation  
1:04:20  
to not compromise to be ready at any moment to meet their maker to be  



1:04:26  
all in oh god to support your system to support your kingdom to support your people  
1:04:32  
and to support the movement of an alignment of a lot of sheep back into  
1:04:38  
the right pen father thank you for freeing your sheep from the slaughterhouse putting us back  
1:04:44  
out into the beautiful pastures of your word abby bless your people tonight god and  
1:04:50  
ask that you would overwhelm them with you with your beauty this week and so god i just pray 
this ancient  
1:04:57  
blessing over them may the lord god bless you and keep you may he's his face shine upon you  
1:05:04  
may he be gracious to you may his countenance be lifted up over you  
1:05:10  
and at the end of your day may he give you shalom i love you guys  
1:05:15  
be in the word this week be in prayer this week there's a lot of big things  
1:05:21  
happening in the world this week okay that are happening behind closed doors and uh i know i 
said that a few weeks  
1:05:28  
ago that you're going to see it in the news uh there there's huge huge things happening uh that are 
not being reported  
1:05:35  
because it's it's just not known in media yet but that there is transitions happening in 
governments uh and in  
1:05:42  
systems and in currencies and and so uh just be in prayer it's a good thing  
1:05:47  
we want the bible to come true amen you don't have to be scared it's not a big it's not a big deal if 
you serve a big  
1:05:54  
god okay he loves the righteous and he ordains our path every step amen  
1:06:01  
all right you're dismissed have a fantastic week we will see you next week give the lord a praise 
offering tonight  
1:06:08  
amen thank you lord  
1:06:13  
if you were blessed by this teaching please consider helping us reach the nations by making a 
donation today  
1:06:20  
thank you and god bless  
1:06:37  



 


